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6 Steps to 7 Figures Hits #6 on the
New York Times Bestseller List
The new must-read real estate resource also ranks on the USA Today bestseller list
October 12, 2011, Austin TX – 6 Steps to 7 Figures: A Real Estate Professional’s Guide
to Building Wealth and Creating Your Own Destiny ranked #6 on the New York Times’
Paperback Advice & Misc. list and #65 on the USA Today bestseller list.
A must-own resource for real estate agents, 6 Steps to 7 Figures reveals how Pat Hiban
and many of his peers have been able to live the life of their dreams by following six
simple, time-tested principles. Related with humor, clarity and insight, Hiban’s six
principles will guide agents through even the most difficult economic times to help them
achieve success.
Pat Hiban is a working real estate professional with more than two decades of experience
in the industry. He is one of only a handful of agents to hold the title of Billion Dollar
Agent for selling homes with an extraordinary cumulative value of more than 1 billion
dollars.
6 Steps to 7 Figures is Greenleaf’s 14th book to reach bestseller status in rankings that
include The Wall Street Journal, New York Times and USA Today bestseller lists.
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